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We’re all individuals

by Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye, César A. Hidalgo, Michel Verleysen & Vincent D. Blondel. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep01376

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep01376


We’re all individuals

 A few ordinary data points suffice to make 
almost anyone unique
 eg. Where you live, where you went on 

the weekend, where you travel



Example 1: MBS-PBS open data

 10% of the Australian population

 For each selected patient, all Medicare & Pharmaceutical 
Benefits bills 1984-2014

 Published as open data, August 2016

 Supplier (doctor) IDs were "encrypted"

 But easily decrypted

 Patient data was de-identified

 By randomly perturbing dates up to +/- 14 days

 and removing rare events

 But easily re-identified
 By querying for known medical events e.g. childbirth

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.05627.pdf



Lots of people share health information online



De-identification doesn’t work on detailed records

 about 70 queries
 Based on online, public info
 Most had no matches in the sample
 10 returned a unique match
 In some cases, there’s a fair chance of a 

coincidental resemblance to someone 
else

 In others, we’re very confident it’s the 
same person

 Notified DoH December 2016 



Can we be confident?

 Aus govt also releases aggregated group 
statistics of MBS bills

 The whole population, not a 10% sample
 No patient IDsAge range 45—54

State Qld

Month August

Year 2011

Gender M

Item code 38556

Price reimbursed by Medicare $2240



Re-identification is possible in the aggregate data

 But you can’t 
retrieve the 
patient’s other 
records

 We didn’t learn 
anything we 
didn’t already 
know



Re-identification in DHS data -> Confidence 

in MBS-PBS 10% sample re-identification

 Mr Rudd’s record 
(fortunately) is 
not in the 10% 
sample

 But if it was, we 
could be certain 
of correct re-
identification 
based on the 
DHS data



High confidence for ordinary people

 Childbirth is very common

 But if you have 2 or 3 children, the number of 
other mums who match all of them is very small  

 Consider re-identification in MBS-PBS 10% 
sample based on childbirth dates…



k-anonymity is high
 Year of birth (YOB), gender, state

 Hidden in a crowd of thousands 



But re-identification is easy

 My friend Mary volunteered 

 (not her real name)

 She has 3 children

 How many women born in the same year 

match the first child?



How many match both births?



3rd data point for added confidence



Confidence from 3 equal shifts

 Remember that a patient’s dates are 
perturbed randomly by the same amount 
for all that person’s events

 Mary’s 3 children are all shifted by the 
same number of days.

 What’s the likelihood of coincidental 
resemblance to someone else, even 
someone else who matches all 3 28-day 
windows?

 Depending on your assumptions, it’s 



Plan: three Australian case studies

 The (Australian) Medicare-Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme (MBS-PBS) 10% sample dataset
 Can patients be identified?
 Can re-identifications be confident?

 The (Victorian) Myki transport dataset
 More easy re-identifications

 The (Queensland) open data portal

"Succinctly put, ‘De-identified’ data isn’t, and the 
culprit is auxiliary information.”



Myki 'de-identified' data

 Tap-on and tap-off events for all Melbourne 
public transport users

 Trains, trams and some buses
 July 2015-June 2018
 Exact route/stop/station numbers
 Times to the second
 All events for the same card are linked
 No information about people
 though there are different kinds of cards, e.g. 

children, MPs
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.05004.pdf



Myki 'de-identified' data



Myki 'de-identified' data

 Chris identified himself
 based on exact times
 Then he identified Ben
 because they travelled together
 Then we looked for tweets re public transport
 2-3 points suffices for uniqueness
 even if you don't have an MPs card

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.05004.pdf



Myki 'de-identified' data



What did the Victorian 

govt do about it?

 Refused to acknowledge commuters were 
identifiable

 but…
 The Victorian Privacy Commissioner wrote a very 

detailed and damning report about it

https://ovic.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Report-of-
investigation_disclosure-of-myki-travel-information.pdf

https://ovic.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Report-of-investigation_disclosure-of-myki-travel-information.pdf
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The Queensland Open Data Portal

 Postcode, age bracket, indigenous status, place 
of seeking treatment..

 Primary problematic drug, other drugs used...



The Queensland Open Data Portal:

indigenous data sovereignty?



What did the Queensland govt do 

about it?

 Quietly took the data offline.
 Stay tuned...



 Differential Privacy quantifies privacy loss
 Against a powerful attacker with lots of 

auxiliary information
 Good for basic aggregates; research 

continues for more complex data types
 k-anonymity protects obvious identifiers
 But fails if the adversary has other info

 Sensitive unit-record level data belongs in a 
secure research environment

 Further reading:

What to do about future data sharing?



What to do about future data sharing?

 Assume that detailed unit-record level data 
is identifiable
 Even if someone tried to de-identify it

 Don’t share data “on the basis that it is de-
identified” if individuals are identifiable


